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“The name of Mary is a tower of strength,
which saves sinners from punishment and
defends the just from the assaults of hell.”
– St. Lawrence Justinian
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“O great, O gentle, O most lovable Mary, thy
Holy Name cannot be spoken without inflaming the heart. To those who love thee, it is unspeakable consolation and joy even to think
of thee; thou art a sweet memory to those who
honor thee.” – St. Bernard of Clairvaux
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“She was called Mary, that is, star of the sea,
in the foreseeing purpose of God, that she
might declare by her name, that which she
manifests more clearly in reality. …For those
who sail upon the sea of the present age and
call on her with complete faith, she rescues
from the breath of the storm and the raging of
the winds and brings them, rejoicing with her,
to the shore of their happy country.”
– St. Amadeus of Lausanne O.Cist
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These blessed cool crisp early Autumn days renew
our energy, and just in time for a busy September. We
had a record attendance for our Maria Bambina (beautiful shrine) Mass and party on Wednesday. Fittingly
enough we had lots and lots of babies. But fortunately
pizza is beyond them. I was afraid we would run out,
but the pizza was multiplied, and all ate their fill.
What a nice start to the season, and our school year.
We’ve welcomed quite a few new students, especially
little ones.
Yesterday was Fr. Cekada’s Anniversary Mass, and
today the church picnic. I hope you all will come.
Bring the babies and the little ones. Plenty of room to
run, hamburgers to eat, and that piñata awaits your
efforts as well. Introduce yourself to someone and
make some new friends. It is the unchanging Faith,
uncompromised, which unites us all. Let’s give a special welcome to those who have joined us lately, or are
visiting.
Speaking of “newcomers” there was an interesting
article in Crisis Magazine the other day about “the
other St. Gertrude,” in Madeira. They’ve always had a
conservative Novus Ordo reputation, but began a traditional Dominican Rite Mass in ’19. It’s gone now, to
enable them to follow the Idol Worshipper, and “feel
with the Church,” one young Dominican wrote. Will
Pachamama be next? The Latin Mass crowd has decamped to Old St. Mary’s downtown, but perhaps
some have given us a look. The author has an interesting observation: “Younger Catholics have no interest
in liturgy wars or reliving the intra-Church battles of
the 1970s. It’s not their fight, and in their minds that’s
what old people do. They are proud of their liturgical
heritage; and in a world full of profane distractions,
they crave an encounter with mystery that comes from
a sacred ritual.” One man commented to me that this
applies to all traditional Catholics. Interesting.
This evening after the last Mass our seminarians
begin their canonical retreat in preparation for their
reception of the first Major Order, the Subdiaconate,
on Saturday. The ceremony is scheduled for 9 AM,
September 18. Join us if you can as these candidates
for the priesthood take their decisive step to the altar,
and do keep them in your prayers.
Prayers, too are requested—you are as well—
tomorrow evening for the September Fatima Rosary
Procession for Peace. Let us pray together as long as we
may, in great numbers, and powerfully call on Mary’s
sweet, strong name.
Fr. Rodrigo da Silva is praying quietly in a hotel

near the Mexico City airport, passing his
two week quarantine to enter our country
for his consecration on September 29. Pray
for him, too? He’s making a long retreat
with St. Alphonsus.
Father’s first night in Mexico City was a disturbing one. The capital was shaken by a 7.0 earthquake,
accompanied by an eerie electrical storm of a bluish
hue. That day the Mexican Supreme Court rendered a
landmark decision favoring legalization of abortion.
The old Feathered Serpent gods of the Aztecs have
awakened, and are hungry for human life.
It is so up north as well. Demons grow bolder yet.
One local doctor (pray for him), singled out for persecution, estimates that 300,000 have died from the vax
worldwide. Locally, more sick come to the hospital for
vax reactions than for this Plandemic. Nurses have quit
or been fired for refusing the jab. Probably time to really pray, in a sacrificial way, lest more lives be offered
up to the bloodthirsty government god. They are quite
serious. So should we be. No one can confiscate from
us our “secret weapon,” if only we’d use it. The Rosary
prayer. See you tomorrow, too?
God bless you. Mary’s name be the blessing you
wish for all.
– Bishop Dolan
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# CALENDAR
MON 9/13/21 FERIAL DAY
8:00 AM Low Mass My special intention, health-wise (Mark
Cash)

11:25 AM Votive High Mass of the Holy Ghost Relief of the
Holy Souls (Mr. & Mrs. James E. Kolenich & Family)

5:45 PM Low Mass of Our Lady, Within the Octave
Grandchildren/Godchildren (K/V)

7:15 PM Fatima Rosary Procession in West Chester
TUE 9/14/21 EXALTATION OF THE HOLY CROSS
7:00 AM Low Mass †Mark Barrett – anniversary of death
(Katharine Barrett)

Please note: No 8 AM Mass
11:25 AM High Mass †Fr. Anthony Cekada (Michael McBee)
Blessing & Veneration of the Relic of the True
Cross
5:00 PM Low Mass Patrick & Anne Marie Omlor & Family
(Rebecca Sandberg)

WED 9/15/21 SEVEN SORROWS OF OUR LADY
ST. NICOMEDES, M
EMBER WEDNESDAY – FAST & PARTIAL ABSTINENCE

7:00 AM Low Mass Jude Smith (Collin Smith)
8:00 AM Low Mass †Margaret L. Soli (Jim Soli)
11:25 AM Solemn High Mass Betty Walsh – Failing health
5:15 PM
THU

9/16/21 SS. CORNELIUS, P & CYPRIAN, BPMM
SS. EUPHEMIA, LUCY, & GEMINIANUS, MN
7:00 AM Low Mass Joe Berry – speedy recovery (Christopher
8:00 AM Low Mass Special Intention Deceased (Michelle
Mikesell)

11:25 AM High Mass †Mr. Ted Zapp (Clare Lotarski)
9/17/21 STIGMATA OF ST. FRANCIS
EMBER FRIDAY
FAST
8:00 AM Low Mass Special Intention (Dean & Carolyn
McClorey)

11:06 AM
11:25 AM
5:15 PM
5:45 PM

Confessions
High Mass †Brian McMahon
Confessions & Rosary
Low Mass Charles & Bev Simpson & Family (Rebecca
Sandberg)

6:30 PM Sacred Heart Novena & Benediction
SAT

9/18/21 ST. JOSEPH CUPERTINO, C
EMBER SATURDAY – FAST & PARTIAL ABSTINENCE
7:15 AM Confessions
7:30 AM Low Mass Conversion of friends & relatives
(Matthew Giese)

9:00 AM Pontifical High Mass For our Seminarians
Ordinations to the Subdiaconate
SUN

=

(Christopher Browne)
Low Mass †Ruth A. Delate (Ed Delate)

Browne)

FRI
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9/19/21 SOLEMNITY OF THE SEVEN SORROWS OF OUR LADY
PENTECOST XVII ! OUR LADY OF LA SALETTE
ST. JANUARIUS, BPM & COMPANIONS, MM
BLESSING OF THE SICK AFTER ALL MASSES

7:05 AM Rosary
7:30 AM Low Mass †Fr. Cekada (Fran Amico)
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Servers

WED 9/15 11:25 AM SOL.HIGH: MC: C. Richesson CROSS: A. McClorey TH: S.
Richesson ACS: A. McConnell, N. McClorey TORCH: Extra servers
SAT 9/18 9:00 AM SUBDIACONATE: SERVERS POSTED IN SACRISTY.
SUN 9/19 7:30 AM LOW: Brueggemann Bros.
9:00 AM HIGH: CHAPLAINS: C. Richesson, Seminarian MC: Na.
McClorey CROSS: J. McGinnis TH: D. Simpson ACS: C. Arlinghaus,
T. England TORCH: T. Lawrence, J. Stewart, J., N. & M. Kolenich, B.
McGinnis
11:30 AM LOW: Capetillo Bros.
4:45 PM VESPERS & BENEDICTION: G. Miller
5:45 PM LOW: Seminarian

9:00 AM
10:40 AM
11:05 AM
11:30 AM
4:45 PM
5:45 PM

High Mass †Sr. Jeanne Marie (JCS)
Opening of Catechism Classes
Rosary
Low Mass †Fr. Cekada (Nikki Lehman)
Vespers & Benediction
Low Mass For the people of St. Gertrude the Great
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The following is the second part of a long speech delivered by Archbishop Vigano. I am serializing it in the
bulletin both for its analysis and its history. Please read it. It is excellent. – Bishop Dolan

LIBERA NOS A MALO
Considerations on the Great Reset and the New World Order
No one will be part of the New World Order unless he carries out an act of worship to Lucifer.
No one will enter the New Age unless he receives Luciferian initiation.
David Spangler
Director of the United Nations Planetary Initiative Project
(Reflections on The Christ, Findhorn, 1978)

The criminal mens
Once it is understood that the present events have been intended in order to obtain certain
results—and consequently to pursue certain interests on behalf of a minority part of humanity, with
incalculable harm for the majority—we must also have the honesty to recognize the
criminal mens [mind] of the authors of this plan. This criminal design also makes us understand the fraud
perpetrated by civil authority in presenting certain measures as an unavoidable response to unpredictable
events, when the events have been artfully created and magnified with the sole purpose of legitimizing a
revolution—which Schwab identifies as the fourth industrial revolution—intended by the elite to the
detriment of all humanity. The enslavement of authority is on the other hand the result of a process that
began even earlier, with the French Revolution, and which made the political class the servant not of God
(whose Lordship it disdainfully disregards) nor of the sovereign people (which it despises and uses only
to legitimize itself), but of the economic and financial potentates, of the international oligarchy of
bankers and usurers, of multinationals and pharmaceutical companies. In reality, on closer inspection, all
these subjects belong to a small number of well-known very rich families.
Equal enslavement is also evident in the media: journalists have accepted—without any scruple
of conscience—prostituting themselves to the powerful, going so far as to censor the truth and spread
shameless lies without even trying to give them the appearance of credibility. Up until last year
journalists counted the numbers of the “victims” of Covid by presenting anyone who tested positive as
terminally ill; today those who die after being vaccinated are always and only taken by a vague “illness,”
and even before the post mortem examinations they officially decide that there is no correlation between
a person’s death and the administration of the gene serum. They twist the truth with impunity when it
does not confirm their narrative, bending it to fit their purposes.
What has been happening for a year and a half had been widely announced, down to the smallest
detail, by the creators of the Great Reset themselves; just as we were told the measures that would be
adopted. On February 17, 1950, testifying before the United States Senate, the well-known banker James
Warburg said, “We will have a world government, whether you like it or not. The only question that
arises is whether this world government will be established by consensus or by force.” Four years later,
the Bilderberg Group was born, which has counted among its members characters such as [Italian
businessman Gianni] Agnelli, Henry Kissinger, Mario Monti, and the current Italian Prime Minister
Mario Draghi. In 1991, David Rockefeller wrote: “The world is ready for a world government. The
supranational sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is certainly preferable to the
national self-determination practiced in past centuries.” And he added: “We are on the verge of a global
transformation. All we need is the ‘right’ global crisis and the nations will accept the New World Order.”
Today we can affirm that this “right crisis” coincides with the pandemic emergency and with the
“lockstep” outlined since 2010 by the Rockefeller Foundation document “Scenarios for the Future of
Technology and International Development,” in which the events we are now witnessing are all
anticipated.
In short, they have created a false problem in order to be able to impose population control
measures as an apparent solution, cancel small and medium-sized businesses with lockdowns and

the green pass to the benefit of a few international groups, demolish education by imposing distance
learning, lower the cost of manpower and employees with “smart working,” privatize public health for
the benefit of Big Pharma, and allow governments to use the state of emergency to legislate in derogation
of the law and impose so-called vaccines on the entire population, making citizens traceable in all their
movements and either chronically ill or sterile.
Everything the elite wanted to do, they have done. And what is incomprehensible is that in the
face of the evidence of the premeditation of this terrible crime against humanity, which sees the leaders
of almost the whole world as accomplices and traitors, there is not a single magistrate who opens a file
against them to ascertain the truth and condemn the guilty and complicit. Those who disagree are not
only censored but pointed out as public enemies, as infectors, as non-persons for whom no rights are
recognized.

Deep state and deep church
Now, in the face of a criminal plan it would be at least logical to denounce it and make it known,
in order to then be able to avert it and try those who are guilty. The list of traitors should start with the
heads of government, with cabinet members and elected officials, and then continue with the virologists
and corrupt doctors, the complicit officials, the leaders of the armed forces incapable of opposing the
violation of the Constitution, the sold-out journalists, the cowardly judges and the obsequious unions. In
that long list that will perhaps be drawn up one day, the leaders of the Catholic Church should also be
listed, starting with Bergoglio and not a few of the Bishops, who have become zealous executors of the
will of the prince against the mandate received from Christ. And certainly, in that list, one would know
the extent of the conspiracy and the number of the conspirators, confirming the crisis of authority and the
perversion of civil and religious power. In short, it would be understood that the corrupt part of the civil
authority—the deep state—and the corrupt part of ecclesiastical authority—the deep church—are two
sides of the same coin, both instrumental to the establishment of the New World Order.
However, in order to understand this alliance between civil and religious power, it is necessary to
recognize the spiritual and eschatological dimension of the present conflict, framing it in the context of
the war that Lucifer, ever since his fall, has waged against God. This war, whose outcomes have been
decided ab æterno with the inexorable defeat of Satan and the Antichrist and the overwhelming victory
of the Woman encircled with the stars, is now approaching its conclusion. This is why the forces of
darkness are so wild at present, so impatient to cancel the name of Our Lord from the earth, to not only
destroy his tangible presence in our cities by tearing down churches, demolishing crosses, and
suppressing Christian holidays; but also by eliminating memory, cancelling Christian civilization,
adulterating its teaching, and debasing its worship. And in order to do this, the presence of a faithful and
courageous Hierarchy, ready to suffer martyrdom in order to defend Christian faith and moral teaching,
is certainly an obstacle. This is why, from the very initial phase of the globalist plan, it was essential to
corrupt the Hierarchy in morals and doctrine, to infiltrate it with fifth columns and sleeper cells, to
deprive it of any supernatural yearning, and to make it vulnerable to blackmail thanks to financial and
sexual scandals; all with the purpose of excluding it and eliminating it once its purpose has been
achieved, according to established practice.
This infiltration operation began at the end of the 1950’s, when the project of the New World
Order was just taking shape. It began its own work of subversion a few years later, with the Second
Vatican Ecumenical Council, in view of which the election of Roncalli and the expulsion of Cardinal
Siri, Pacelli’s “dauphin” or probable successor as pope, represented a reason for enthusiasm both for the
progressive and modernist element within the Church, as well as for the communist, liberal, and Masonic
element of the civil world. Vatican II represented within the ecclesial body what the Tennis Court Oath
[of the French Revolution] was for civil society: the beginning of the Revolution. And if on many
occasions I have drawn attention to the subversive nature of the Council, today I believe that a historical
analysis deserves attention in which apparently disconnected facts acquire a disturbing significance,
explaining many things.
To be continued…

